We explore the bifurcation structure of a modified Cahn-Hilliard equation that describes a system that may undergo a first order phase transition and is kept permanently out of equilibrium by a lateral driving. This forms a simple model, e.g., for the deposition of stripe patterns of different phases of surfactant molecules through Langmuir-Blodgett transfer. Employing continuation techniques the bifurcation structure is numerically investigated employing the non-dimensional transfer velocity as the main control parameter. It is found that the snaking structure of steady fronts states is intertwined with a large number of branches of time-periodic solutions that emerge from Hopf or period doubling bifurcations and end in global bifurcations (sniper and homoclinic). Overall the bifurcation diagram has a harp-like appearance. This is complemented by a two-parameter study (in non-dimensional transfer velocity and domain size) that elucidates through which local and global codimension 2 bifurcations the entire harp-like structure emerges. * Electronic address: michael.koepf@ens.fr;
I. INTRODUCTION
Pattern formation that occurs at moving three-phase contact lines, e.g., where a liquid recedes or advances on a solid substrate under a gas atmosphere, poses significant challenges to both, the experimentalist and the theoretician. A prominent example are deposition patterns, like a ringshaped coffee stain [1] , that result from a dynamic process that involves hydrodynamic flow of a solution or suspension, the dynamics of the contact line and evaporation of the solvent [2, 3] .
The problem is significantly enriched by a surface activity of the solute, i.e., by the presence of surfactants, as then Marangoni forces resulting from spatially inhomogeneous surface tensions are induced by concentration gradients [4] . Although, the creation or avoidance of deposition patterns is of high practical relevance [2] and experiments show that a large number of systems produce a wide variety of patterns [3] , the understanding and control of this entire class of pattern formation processes is not yet well developed. Here we discuss a reduced model for the deposition of line patterns of surfactant molecules on a plate that is withdrawn from a water-filled trough covered by a floating surfactant monolayer and numerically analyse its solution and bifurcation behaviour. This shall allow us to better understand how the emergence of deposition patterns in out-of-equilibrium situations is related to equilibrium phase transitions that occur in the same system when considered without driving.
A frequently used mathematical framework for problems where the evolution of a free surface of a film or shallow droplet on a substrate needs to be described is the long-wave (or lubrication) approximation [5] . Assuming that all relevant fields have small gradients parallel to the solid substrate the governing hydrodynamic transport equations and boundary conditions are asymptotically reduced to a single (for single layers of simple liquids [5] [6] [7] [8] ) or coupled (for two or more layers of simple liquids, or various complex liquids [4, [9] [10] [11] ) fourth order, strongly nonlinear partial differential equations that describe the evolution of film thickness profile(s) and pertinent concentration field(s). Up to now only a few works investigate the deposition of regular one-dimensional line patterns with such long-wave models [12] [13] [14] [15] -mainly through direct time-simulations of the derived long-wave evolution equations. Although this allows one to determine parameter regions where line patterns may be deposited, the technique is less than ideal when it comes to understanding the onset of patterning: The time-simulation results support several hypotheses regarding the role of local and global bifurcations in the patterning process (cf., in particular, section 3.4 of Ref. [14] and the concluding paragraph of [15] ) but they provide at best an incomplete picture of the bifurcation structure, in particular as they are not able to reveal unstable solutions that might coexist with the stable solutions that correspond to the deposition. A deeper analysis is asked for, if one wants to clearly identify the involved bifurcation types and to understand the entire underlying bifurcation structure. Here, we focus on the Langmuir-Blodgett transfer of an insoluble monolayer of surfactant from the surface of a water bath onto a plate that is drawn out of the bath as sketched in Fig. 1 .
If one uses a suitable amphiphilic molecule as surfactant at conditions sufficiently close to a first order structural liquid-liquid phase transition (liquid-expanded to liquid-condensed, see note [16] ) then the intermolecular interaction with the solid plate may trigger a phase transition in parts of the surfactant layer due to an effect called substrate-mediated condensation [17] . On a plate that moves out of a bath, the partial condensation results in rather regular stripe patterns. They are preferentially oriented either parallel or perpendicular to the contact line. The wavelength of the resulting pattern depends on the plate velocity and temperature and can range from several micrometers down to a few hundred nanometers [18] [19] [20] .
For this system there exists a full long-wave description in terms of coupled evolution equations for the film height profile and the surfactant concentration [12, 21] as well as a reduced model in terms of a Cahn-Hilliard type evolution equation for a density with amendments to take substratemediated condensation into account [22] . Although the reduced model is a significantly simplified version of the full model, it captures all essential properties including the instabilities leading to stripe deposition parallel and perpendicular to the contact line and even reproduces the results of the full model in the case of structured substrates, where synchronisation effects can be observed [23, 24] . Most importantly, however, it allowed for a first analysis of the bifurcations related to the onset of pattern formation in the system. A preliminary bifurcation diagram has been obtained (see Fig. 2 below) by a combination of numerical path continuation of steady states that correspond to homogeneous deposition and direct numerical time simulation of time-periodic solutions that correspond to the experimentally observed deposition of regular line patterns.
It was found that a branch of stable time-periodic solutions exists for a range of plate velocities V . It ends at high V in a Hopf bifurcation and at low V in a homoclinic bifurcation. Furthermore, it was possible to reveal a structure of the bifurcation diagram in the range of low velocities which is best described by the term front snaking (see Fig. 2 below) . The branch of steady solutions snakes back and forth, as more and more bumps are added (one per wiggle) to a localized structure in the transition region (i.e., front) between the bath surface and the drawn-out film. As a result, several (stable or unstable) steady solutions can exist at the same transfer velocity. This behaviour is reminiscent of homoclinic snaking well known from the investigation of other model equations of pattern formation, such as the standard Swift-Hohenberg equation [25] [26] [27] and the conserved Swift-Hohenberg equation [28] (often called phase-field crystal equation [29] ). However, as further explained below, in our case, the solutions on the snaking curve neither represent homoclinic nor heteroclinic orbits, but can be seen as different front states.
The numerical approach of Ref. [22] was limited w.r.t. the onset of patterning. It only permitted to find the loci of Hopf bifurcations on the branch of steady solutions, but could not be employed to determine the emerging branches of time-periodic solutions from start to end. Therefore, important questions regarding the onset of line pattern formation remain unanswered. The present work overcomes these limitations employing numerical continuation of stable and unstable branches of steady states (as in Ref. [22] ) and of time-periodic solutions. The resulting completed bifurcation diagram in terms of our primary control parameter -the plate velocity V -is complemented by a study of its dependence on a second dimensionless control parameter that represents the ratio of the domain size to the typical patterning length, i.e., is inverse to the 'undercooling' or quench strength. The resulting two parameter study allows us to start to understand through which codimension 2 local and global bifurcations the intertwined structure of snaking steady states and time-periodic solutions emerges.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II briefly reviews the geometric set-up and model equation of Ref. [22] that is employed here without change, followed by a presentation of the employed numerical method. Section III presents our results while section IV concludes by discussing implications for systems that show similar transitions and by pointing out further open questions and challenges.
II. MODEL AND NUMERICAL TREATMENT

A. Evolution equation
The Langmuir-Blodgett transfer of surfactant monolayers close to a first-order phase transition of the surfactant layer can lead to regular stripe patterns. These stripes correspond to alternating domains of different thermodynamic surfactant phases: liquid-expanded phase (LE) and the liquid-condensed phase (LC) that can be seen as respective analogues of the gas phase and the liquid phase in a standard liquid-gas phase transition of a simple liquid. The dynamics of the stripe formation can be modelled through a long-wave approach that couples the sub-phase hydrodynamics to the nonequilibrium thermodynamics of the monolayer via the surfactant equation of state. In the vicinity of a first-order phase transition, this equation can be derived from a free energy functional of the type proposed by Cahn and Hilliard [30] and determines the dependence of the surface tension of the liquid-air interface on the monolayer density, resulting in a Marangoni force and variations of the Laplace pressure [12, 21, 31 ]. An analysis of the results of Ref. [12] shows that the full long-wave model may be simplified [22] and the essence of the LE-LC domain formation under the influence of substrate-mediated condensation can be captured by an amended Cahn-Hilliard-type model. The resulting evolution equation consists of the generic Cahn-Hilliard equation describing the dynamics of phase decomposition [32] augmented by the addition of a space-dependent external field and a dragging term. The external field models the interaction between the monolayer and the substrate that changes in a step-like manner in the contact line region.
The drag term describes that the contact line region where the bath meets the moving plate recedes with nearly constant speed in the reference frame of the plate.
We focus on the situation where the contact line is straight and the plate is drawn in the direction orthogonal to the contact line. In this setting the evolution of the scalar field c(x, t) that represents the concentration of surfactant on the surface of the liquid is captured by the non-dimensionalised evolution equation [22] 
where x is the spatial coordinate orthogonal to the contact line (see Fig. 1 ), t is time, and V is the speed at which the substrate is withdrawn. The substrate dependent interaction field that causes substrate-mediated condensation enters through an explicite space-dependent term ζ(x) in the free energy density
It furthermore contains a gradient contribution that penalizes interfaces and a double-well potential. One may say that ζ(x) is responsible for a space-dependent tilt of the double-well potential.
The free energy density is integrated to obtain the total free energy F = dxf (c, x). We insert F into Eq. (1) and obtain the evolution equation
Note that due to the space-dependence of f , Eq. (3) is not invariant with respect to translations in x.
Therefore one is not able to remove the advection term V ∂ x c by a simple Galilei transform. With other words, the spatial dependence selects a particular frame of reference: the physical laboratory system.
The function ζ smoothly switches between two thermodynamically different regions: (i) left of the contact line (x < x s , where x s is the contact line position) the local free energy is a symmetric double well potential, i.e. the liquid expanded (LE) and liquid condensed (LC) phases are energetically equivalent, and (ii) right of the contact line (x > x s ) the local free energy is tilted favouring the LC phase. As the results are not very sensitive to the particular form of ζ we use the same hyperbolic tangent centered at x = x s as in Ref. [22] :
Ref. [22] we use the boundary conditions (BC)
The density c 0 that is imposed at the left boundary of the system models the presence of a virtually non-depletable surfactant bath. In fact, in the experiments, the Langmuir trough is operated in a way that it keeps the surfactant surface pressure, and therefore the density, constant by displacing barriers at the surface of the trough.
Finally we mention a number of related models. Krekhov [33] , and Foard and Wagner [34, 35] use related Cahn-Hilliard-type models. In particular, they employ space dependent free energies that are switched from single-well potentials to symmetric double-well potentials at a moving threshold, by switching the sign of the quadratic term of the free energy. Such a threshold models a quench front, dividing the spatial domain into a two-phase and a one-phase region. This differs from the situation considered here, as in our model the threshold divides two different two-phase regions, namely, the region near the boundary on the mensicus side where the free energy is a symmetric double well and the region where the double well is tilted. The state in the region with the symmetric double well is determined by the boundary condition. The quench front investigated in Refs. [33] [34] [35] propagates into a one-phase region where the order parameter is spatially uniform.
Thus, there is a simple relation between the front velocity and the flow of material to the quench front: If the value of the order parameter in this region is called c , then the flow of material to the front is c V and remains constant with time. In contrast to this situation, the inflow of surfactant in our model is not constant but dynamically adjusts to keep the surfactant density at the left boundary constant. This reflects the physical reality of Langmuir-Blodgett transfer, where the surfactant influx is determined by the hydrodynamic flow field and the dynamics of the surfactant molecules at the water surface, which in turn are influenced by the Langmuir trough that keeps the surfactant density constant in the bath.
B. Non-dimensionalisation
Although for consistency, we use throughout this article the non-dimensional equation (3) and non-dimensional parameter as in Ref. [22] , to understand the physical role of the parameters it is instructive to review the underlying scaling. We indicate dimensional quantities by a tilde and write the dimensional equivalent of Eq. (3) as
where M is a diffusional mobility, σ is related to interface tension, κ is an energy density scale, µ the chemical potential difference andṼ is the plate velocity. Note, that the concentrationc has no dimension as it is given as part per volume. The parameter a may be called a non-dimensional depth of quench into the two phase region.
If one introduces the non-dimensional variables c =c/Γ, t =t/τ and x =x/ with scales
for concentration, time and length, respectively, one obtains the dimensionless Eq. (3). In this way the model parameters are reduced to four: the non-dimensional chemical potential difference
the non-dimensional plate velocity
the non-dimensional domain size L =L/ and the scaled concentration at the meniscus-side boundary c 0 . As the present study aims at understanding the onset of the deposition of line patterns observed in Ref. [22] , the same scaling is used although other scalings exist that allow for distinct parametric studies within the same physical parameter space (see note [36] ).
The main focus here is the dependence of the solution behaviour on the non-dimensional plate velocity that represents the primary control parameter. If ones main interest is in the influence of temperature (quench depth), as investigated in [19] , the scaling sketched in the note [36] is more adequate. Here, the temperature dependent parameter a appears in all scales and dimensionless numbers (7) - (9).
The resulting bifurcation diagram in terms of our primary control parameter shall be complemented by a study of transitions triggered by changing a second parameter that represents a distance to the threshold of structure formation at equilibrium. In the given scaling, we chose the dimensionless domain size L, i.e., the ratio of the physical domain sizeL to the typical patterning length . If one assumes the 'undercooling' a and energy scale κ are fixed, changing L amounts to a change of the interface tension σ. We note, however, that it is difficult in any experimental realisation to change σ without changing κ and a as well. Although, one could chose µ or c 0 as second parameter, we think that this does not allow for such a clear physical interpretation as does the choice of V and L as control parameters. The two-parameter study in V and L presented in section III elucidates how the intertwined structure of snaking steady states and time-periodic solutions emerges.
C. Numerical approach
For the numerical continuation [37] [38] [39] of steady and time-periodic solutions of Eq. (3) with BC (5), we employ spatial discretization onto an equidistant grid and approximate the PDE by a large number of ODEs, one for each grid point. Here, we choose second order finite differences to approximate spatial derivatives, that is, exactly the same discretization scheme that has been used in the direct numerical simulations in Ref. [22] . Due to the simplicity of this scheme, the boundary conditions of the problem can be easily implemented what would, for example, not be the case with spectral Chebychev methods.
As a result we obtain a dynamical system consisting of n ODEs. It describes the time evolution of the concentration values c i at equidistant points x i . We use the package auto07p [37, 40] to (i) perform pseudo-arclength continuation [41] of fixed points of the dynamical system that correspond to steady solution profiles c 0 (x) of the PDE; to (ii) detect saddle-node and Hopf bifurcations of the fixed points, and most importantly (iii) to continue stable and unstable time-periodic solutions of the dynamical system that correspond to time-periodic solutions of the PDE that represent the deposition of regular line patterns. Furthermore we track (iv) the loci of saddle-node and Hopf bifurcations in an appropriate two-parameter plane.
Note that the unstable time-periodic solutions are not accessible by direct numerical integration since the numerical treatment necessarily involves fluctuations. However, the structure of the bifurcation diagram can only be completely understood if the unstable solutions are included.
Continuation has previously been employed for kinetic equations like Eq. (3) and recent examples include studies of depinning droplets in 1d [42] and 2d [43, 44] , of drawn menisci of simple liquids [45] and of finite-time sigularities in film rupture [46] . A brief overview is given in section 4.2 of
Ref. [39] .
The solutions of the model equations are vectors in a high dimensional space. In order to visualize and further analyse the bifurcation behaviour of the system, we define as solution measure the norm
where L is the domain size and T the temporal period for the time-periodic solutions. For steady states and when investigating system trajectories, the time average (1/T ) dt . . . is omitted.
III. RESULTS
A. Steady profiles
In our previous investigation [22] a combination of direct numerical simulation and numerical continuation of steady solutions was used to construct a preliminary bifurcation diagram with the plate velocity V as primary control parameter, as summarised in Fig. 2 . The diagram includes a family consisting of stable and unstable steady states (solid black and dashed red lines, respec- To complete the bifurcation diagram Fig. 2, i. e., the case of L = 100 that is also investigated in Ref. [22] , we continue all the branches of time-periodic solutions emerging at the Hopf bifurcations that we call 'primary Hopf branches', as well as selected branches of time-periodic solutions emerging from the primary Hopf branches in period-doubling bifurcations. The latter we call 'secondary Hopf branches'. As a result we find the harp-like structure presented in Fig. 4 .
Each primary Hopf branch that starts either sub-or supercritically at HB 15 to HB 26, i.e., right of the point where the norm is minimal, eventually turns towards smaller V , continues to lower V ('spanning the harp') and finally ends in a global bifurcation on the snaking part of the branch of steady states. The global bifurcation is either a saddle-node infinite period (sniper) bifurcation or a homoclinic bifurcation [38, 47] . There are several secondary Hopf branches that connect a period doubling bifurcation of a primary Hopf branch (e.g., solid red and dashed blue branches in Fig. 6) either to a global bifurcation on the snake (e.g., branch that connects the first PD of the HB 26 branch to a homoclinic bifurcation near fold C), or to a primary HB (e.g., branch that connects the second PD of HB 26 to HB 24, see Fig. 6 (a) ) or to another period doubling bifurcation of a primary Hopf branch (see Fig. 10 (iii) Two branches of time-periodic solutions monotonically approach seemingly the same vertical asymptote at a critical V where they end in two homoclinic bifurcations. This occurs for the branches that emerge from HB 3 and 24 and end at the branch between folds H and I as well as for the branches that emerge from HB 5 and 22 and end at the branch between folds J and K (see Fig. 5 (e). For our calculations the respective two homoclinic bifurcations occur at values of V that are identical up to 4 significant digits.
(iv) As (iii), but the two branches end in a sniper bifurcation at a fold (or in a sniper bifurcation and a homoclinic one very close nearby. This occurs for the branches that emerge from HB 14 and 15 (see Fig. 5 (f) ). For our calculations the two bifurcations occur at values of V that are identical up to 5 significant digits. As we will explain later, this scenario is related to a codimension 2 bifurcation that creates the cases (i) and (ii).
The information regarding the branches of time-periodic solutions contained in Figs. 4 to 6 goes well beyond Ref. [22] and sheds a new light on results obtained there. In particular, a weakly nonlinear analysis of the branch emerging at the Hopf bifurcation at the highest velocity (HB 26) led to the conclusion, that this HB is subcritical. However, in Ref. [22] it was also observed through time simulations, that the phase space trajectories of the system close to HB 26, where only one pair of complex conjugate modes becomes unstable, are very complicated: First, they exhibit a long phase of slow exponential growth (outwards spiral on a plane in phase space). After this initial phase, deviations from this planar dynamics are observed in the form of large excursions from the spiral which are then caught by a higher dimensional structure on which the trajectory eventually returns to the plane and begins to follow the spiral, again. This dynamics is not simply periodic and might be chaotic. An attempt to understand this behaviour as an example of a scenario described by Ovsyannikov and Shilnikov [48] , which involves a stable and an unstable pairs of complex conjugate eigenvalues failed because it was found that there is a strong interaction of the unstable mode and more than three of the stable modes [22] .
In view of the close-ups of Fig. 4 in Fig. 6 , the complicated trajectories and the higher dimensional structure which attracts the dynamics can be understood as a consequence of the existence of several (up to 12) stable and unstable time-periodic solutions at the same velocity value. The majority of these solutions is unstable. As the system spirals away from the unstable fixed point In the present section we have analysed the bifurcation structure for fixed L = 100 employing V as main control parameter. To further understand how the observed harp-like structure emerges we next investigate how the bifurcation structure changes with our second control parameter L. These observations are in line with observations in the literature for a wider class of related systems that show deposition or depinning phenomena. For other line deposition phenomena, similar bifurcations are hypothesised based on time simulations in Refs. [13, 14] . In particular, Ref. [14] discusses in which way such line deposition patterns may be seen as resulting from depinning transitions, thereby relating the phenomena to the depinning of driven droplets on heterogeneous substrates [42, 44, 50, 51] , rotating cylinders [52] , or to the depinning of interface undulations from the advancing tip of an air finger in a liquid-filled channel [53, 54] . In these related systems depinning can also occur through Hopf, sniper or homoclinic bifurcations. This will be further discussed in the conclusion.
The main physical ingredients of our particular system are a first order phase transition and a lateral driving (towards the right hand side, see Fig. 1 ) that keeps the system permanently out of equilibrium. Close to the left boundary (the meniscus side), the underlying energy is a symmetric double well. As the concentration on the boundary is fixed to a value close to one of the minima of the energy, the corresponding phase is preferred. This changes to the right of the critical position x s where the double well potential is tilted such that the other phase is preferred.
Considering our main influences, we already know that in the case without driving V = 0 one obtains a standard system that evolves towards equilibrium, i.e., in the right hand part it approaches One can also expect that no structure formation will occur if the intrinsic length scale of the patterning is larger than the considered domain sizeL. This implies that the rich structure of the bifurcation diagram Fig. 4 should vanish step by step if L =L/ is decreased. In the following, we focus on this stepwise simplification and, in order to observe it, we compute bifurcation diagrams for decreasing dimensionless domain size L that represents the ratio of dimensional domain size and intrinsic patterning length scale. In the alternative scaling discussed in note [36] , one would keep L fixed and reduce the quench depth a.
We focus on the range 50 ≤ L ≤ 100 as for smaller L the distance x s between the boundary and the position where the tilt of the potential part of the free energy changes becomes important and renders the emerging picture non-generic. Figure 8 shows the branch of steady solutions for various L in the considered range. One notices that with increasing L, the snaking structure becomes larger, i.e., more and more pairs of saddle-node bifurcations emerge in subsequent hysteresis bifurcations, adding wiggles to the branch that then widen with increasing L. In this way, one passes from 12 folds at L = 50 to 26 folds at L = 100. This is of course expected, since with each turn of the snake, a bump is added to the solution profile until the part of the snake with the lowest norm corresponds to a state in which the complete domain to the right of the substrate-mediated condensation threshold is filled with bumps (see Fig. 3 (e) ). With increasing L, more bumps fit into the domain, thus prolonging the snake.
However, from the continuation results shown in Fig. 4 one knows that the snaking structure is closely linked to the branches of time-periodic solutions. This raises the question what happens to the branches observed at L = 100 when the snaking structure shrinks with decreasing domain size L. Figure 9 shows the bifurcation diagram with steady and time-peridic solution for L = 50. One can see a smaller version of the harp-like structure that we observed for L = 100 in Fig. 4 . With decreasing L, as more and more wiggles disappear from the branch of steady solutions, more and more branches of time periodic solutions vanish as well and the structure shown in Fig. 4 evolves to the structure shown in Fig. 9 .
We observe a generic sequence of transitions that eliminate branches of time-periodic solutions and the related global and local bifurcations in parallel to the elimination of folds of the snake when L is decreased. We explain the mechanism using the example of the time-periodic branches of lowest norm in Fig. 4 , in particular the ones emerging from HB 13-16. All the involved solution branches are shown for eight values of L between 92 and 100 in Fig. 10 while Fig. 11 shows the loci of the involved Hopf, homoclinic, sniper and saddle-node bifurcations in the parameter plane spanned by V and L.
We describe the transitions with increasing L, i.e., the various bifurcations and branches are steady states is created (upper black solid line in Fig. 11 ) and a pair of Hopf bifurcations (HB 14
and 15) appears together with the branch of time-periodic solutions that connects them (minimum of the upper red dashed line in Fig. 11 ). The two HB move apart and the left one approaches fold Z, and two global bifurcations are created when the branch of time-periodic solutions connects to the steady state branch close to fold Y (see the bifurcation diagrams in Fig. 10 (a)-(c) . By this mechanisms, new turns of the snake and new branches of time-periodic solutions can be generated for arbitrary system sizes.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have explored the bifurcation structure of a modified Cahn-Hilliard equation that describes a system that may undergo a first order phase transition and is kept permanently out of equilibrium by a lateral driving. This form of the equation was introduced in Ref. [22] as a model for the deposition of stripe patterns of surfactant molecules through Langmuir-Blodgett transfer, i.e., the transfer of a surfactant monolayer from the free surface of a water bath onto a solid substrate that is drawn out of the bath at a controlled velocity [17] . The pattern formation results from a first order structural liquid-liquid phase transition that is triggered by the intermolecular interactions with the solid plate that become effective when the monolayer gets close to the substrate, i.e., in the contact line region. The effect is called substrate-mediated condensation [16, 17] . The modified Cahn-Hilliard equation represents a reduced model that captures the main features of the patterning as observed before with a hydrodynamic long-wave description in terms of coupled evolution equations for the film height profile and the surfactant concentration [12] that themselves may be seen as a special case of a gradient dynamics description for the coupled evolution of the density of a layer of an insoluble surfactant and of the film thickness profile of the underlying film of liquid [31] .
The modified Cahn-Hilliard model captures the main physical ingredients that are the first order phase transition and the lateral driving that together with the pinning boundary condition on the meniscus side keeps the system permanently out of equilibrium. The system is biased towards one of the two phases only beyond a threshold position that represents the position of the contact line region in the physical system. The state in the boundary region on the mensicus side is determined by the boundary condition. In the literature other forms of such Cahn-Hilliard-type models are studied [33] [34] [35] . In particular, in these works a front that switches the system between a stable one-phase and an unstable two-phase region of the phase diagram is moved through a fixed domain of given mean concentration. However, the onset of pattern deposition is not studied in a way that could be directly compared to our results. In particular, no bifurcations between steady states and time-periodic states (in the frame moving with the imposed front speed) are discussed.
Our analysis has shown that the snaking of steady states (observed in Ref. [22] ) that correspond to various fronts between a homogeneous low concentration region close to the left domain boundary and a homogeneous state far away from the bath is intertwined with a large number of branches of time-periodic solutions that emerge from Hopf bifurcations or period doubling bifurcations and end mainly in global bifurcations (sniper and homoclinic) but sometimes also in other period doubling or Hopf bifurcations. Overall the various branches form a harp-like structure (see The intriguing question of how the complicated bifurcation scenario at large domain size emerges is not only relevant for the system of Langmuir-Blodgett transfer but for a wider class of systems showing deposition and depinning phenomena. It has been argued in Ref. [14] that the onset of line deposition, i.e., the emergence of branches of time-periodic solutions may be seen as resulting from a depinning transition: When a homogeneous layer is deposited on the moving plate the concentration profile is steady in the laboratory frame and one may say that the concentration profile is pinned. However, when lines are deposited, in the laboratory frame they move away from the bath, i.e., the lines are depinned from the meniscus. This implies that one should not only expect to find similarities between the present study and other studies of the bifurcation structure behind deposition patterns as, e.g., Refs. [13] [14] [15] (see also review [3] ), but see such similarities
as well in studies of driven droplets depinning from substrate heterogeneities [42, 44, 50, 51] and rotating cylinders [52] ; studies of driven clusters of interacting colloidal particles depinning in heterogeneous pores [55] ; or studies of bubbles advancing in a channel with a central geometrical constraint, where the bubbles develop undulations that are steady in the laboratory frame [53, 54] .
In the frame moving with the uniformly advancing tip of the bubble the undulations depin from the tip similar to the depinning of a deposition pattern from the contact line region. A related effect is also observed in abrasive wawterjet cutting, a technique of cutting material with a focused beam of abrasive particles accelerated by water that is moved across the material [56, 57] . There is a model based on a Kuramoto-Sivashinsky-type equation that shows a transition from smooth cuts (analogeous to our homogeneous deposition) to ripples and striations patterns (analogeous to our line deposition) [58, 59] . In this system the undulations represent structures that depin from the moving cutting jet.
In all these systems the transition from steady (pinned) states to time-periodic (depinned)
states is also found to occur through sub-or supercritical Hopf, sniper or homoclinic bifur-cations. Although transitions between different scenarios where observed, in particular, in
Refs. [14, 42, 44, 50] , the occurring codimension 2 bifurcations involving time-periodic states
have not yet been identified.
For each of the mentioned systems one can find a physically meaningful control parameter whose variation brings the system into a part of the parameter space where no large amplitude structures exist, i.e., the system becomes either steady at all values of the imposed driving (here the plate velocity V ) or only allows for small amplitude 'surface waves' (as in the KuramotoSivashinsky limit of the convective Cahn-Hilliard or thin film equation). However, although depinning and deposition patterns are widely occurring, to our knowledge no systematic study exists for any of the mentioned systems that investigates the emergence/vanishing of the rich bifurcation structure related to depinning or pattern deposition that should characterize these system. Therefore, the results obtained here will be of some relevance to other similar systems as they provide a sound basis for comparison.
The present study is limited in two important ways. On the one hand, it is a study of solutions to a partial differential equation with one spatial dimension only, i.e., the described involved bifurcation structure only captures solutions that are invariant w.r.t. translations along the contact line and is, e.g., not able to capture the transition between the deposition of stripes parallel and perpendicular to the contact line observed in Refs. [12, 22, 23] for Langmuir-Blodgett transfer and in the Cahn-Hilliard-type models where quench fronts are moved through the system [33, 35] . Further large-scale numerical bifurcation studies will be needed to systematically explore the full solution space for out-of-equilibrium amended Cahn-Hilliard-type models allowing for a breaking of the transversal geometry in analogy to such studies for depinning droplets [44, 60] . However, also the latter need to be extended to understand how the entire bifurcation structure vanishes if one goes from partially wetting liquids to completely wetting liquids.
We remark that a future study should also further investigate the influence of the boundary conditions, in particular, on the meniscus side. The need of boundary conditions that allow for a controlled through-flow of material as in the present system is a common complication in dragged plate problems. In the case of simple liquids, recently a central manifold reduction was employed to rigorously derive an asymptotic series for the meniscus side that can then be used to construct boundary conditions that do not introduce an additional domain-size dependence [61] . Such an approach has still to be developed for complex fluids.
On the other hand, the present study is entirely based on numerical path continuation while the analytical results obtained in Ref. [22] are entirely based on linear and weakly nonlinear analyses.
As it is not to be expected that the uncovered complex bifurcation scenario of the full PDE can be treated analytically, there is a strong need for further simplified models based on ordinary differential equations (ODE) that are able to reproduce the main features described here. We expect that they need to be at least four-dimensional. Note, that the authors of Ref. [44] were able to use selected results of the ODE studies in Refs. [62, 63] to explain certain aspects of the depinning behaviour of droplets, however, also there the 'mapping' remains rather incomplete. We hope that our numerical studies of the bifurcation structure of deposition and depinning processes can motivate the development of generic ODE models for this class of processes.
